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Error (Forbidden)
Physical signs that death is near. The moment of It is often
best just to sit beside the bed and gently hold their hand. If
appropriate, a People can hover between life and death for
hours and often days, and it is easy to miss the final moment.
Your life really does flash before your eyes before you die,
study suggests
But the truth is we've never known what happens right before
we die. at the end of the tunnel but that doesn't prove
there's life after death.
What Happens When You Die?
The other week I was talking to a man who probably lived a
good life. I told him his heart was in trouble. Told him no
problem, he's in the right place. We'll put.

Learn what happens to a body in the months, weeks, and hours
before death, and what you can do for someone who is dying.

People have even shared some of their near-death experiences
on Reddit. Whatever the case, death just like the origin of
life is a mystery, and.
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Previous studies have suggested that the phenomenon is more
common among those with a high concentration of carbon dioxide
in the breath and arteries following a cardiac arrest. Do you
see a white light at the end of the tunnel? On the experience
of being dead, he chillingly wrote:
Theycanalsoarrangefurtherbereavementsupport,sothatfamilyandfriend
Furthermore, taste and smell are usually the first senses to
go, so food and drink might not taste as good as they used to,
she said. Shallow or irregular breathing As the moment of
death comes nearer, breathing often slows down and becomes
irregular. Makeitasquietandpeacefulaspossible.The study,
published in the journal Consciousness and Cognition,
concludes: Their body might be producing more catecholamine, a
chemical in the blood that suppresses appetite.
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